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 THE SCIENCE OF POLITICS IN THE UNITED STATES

 BERNARD CRICK

 Harvard University

 I. ITS CLAIMS AND GROUNDS

 THE study of politics in the United States today is something in size, content,
 and method unique in Western intellectual history. As Professor Pendleton
 Herring has recently said: "Political science as a subject of systematic enquiry
 started with Aristotle but as a profession it has won its greatest recognition
 in the United States and within our generation. One fact is clear: no other
 country in the world has so large, so well trained, so competent a profession
 dedicated to the teaching and analysis of government.... This profession ...
 is now part of our national strength."l Not merely has the size of "the profes-
 sion" grown so much since Aristotle's day, but the method has also markedly
 changed. American methods have consciously aspired to the modern concepts
 of natural science. There has been an advocacy of an integrated science of
 society, resting especially on concepts drawn from modern physics, biology,
 and psychology, and on a marked displacement of speculative philosophy and
 historical study. There now follow, from a sceptical foreigner, some reflections
 on the claims of Professor Herring. It is surely important for friends and neigh-
 bours to make some judgment on how a political science profession can be-
 come a "part of... national strength" and how relevant these new methods
 can be to the peculiar historical experience of the United States.

 These "New Aspects of Politics," as the late Professor Charles Merriam
 called his programme for methodological action in 1925, are vigorously
 espoused by a host of intelligent and highly trained shock troops, some in
 political science itself and some fighting under the banners of social psy-
 chology, social anthropology, the science of public administration, or quanti-
 tative semantics. Their diverse methods find a unity in two broad goals: the
 immediate one of citizenship training,2 the other of eliminating all problems
 of ethical conflict from study and life. They comprise a common school of the
 science of politics whose especial fields are: quantitative studies of voting and
 party political behaviour; similar studies of leadership situations in pressure
 groups and interest groups; psychological studies of the behaviour of small
 groups as a model of the entire political society; and studies of "the com-
 munication media" of political opinions. The American contributors to the
 mammoth UNESCO symposium of 1950, Contemporary Political Science

 1"On the Study of Government" (Presidential Address to the American Political Science
 Association, Sept. 10, 1953), American Political Science Review, XLVII, no. 4, Dec., 1953,
 961.

 2See especially Goals for Political Science (New York, 1951), the final report of the
 American Political Science Association's Committee for the Advancement of Teaching. In
 the summary it says: "training for intelligent citizenship is the predominant interest and
 emphasis. The real difficulty is not the lack of interest; it is the difficulty of deciding what
 citizenship means and how to go about producing it."
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 The Science of Politics in the United States

 (Paris, 1950), clearly illustrate this scientific school, particularly in contrast
 to the writers of many other nations who often seem puzzled at being asked to
 discuss the method and scope of political science as distinct from specific
 problems of politics. All this is heralded in the enthusiastic days of the
 American Political Science Association's Committee on Scientific Method that

 Merriam created in the early twenties.3 Contemporary lists of Ph.D. topics in
 political science still give the same picture in contrast to anything before the
 1920's. Professors Lerner and Lasswell can see their recent The Policy Sciences
 (Stanford, Calif., 1951) regarded by many as a great contribution to American
 thought, the bridge from research to policy. The claim of Arthur Fisher Bent-
 ley's The Process of Government (Chicago, 1908), that the measurable study
 of interest groups is the only reality in politics, has been recently revived by
 Professor David Truman's The Governmental Process (New York, 1951).

 The common intellectual roots of the school distinctively lie in the Darwin-
 ian and Spencerian debates of the last two generations of the nineteenth cen-
 tury, which gave rise to the scientific sociology of both William Graham
 Sumner and Frank Lester Ward, a belief in inevitable progress, a predilection
 for statistical measurement of behaviour, and for explanation in psychological
 terms. The growth of political science in the universities and colleges even
 now bears heavy marks of an age where technological achievement was car-
 ried over into a general "scientific" optimism-as for technology, so for the
 study of man, the "method of intelligence" would shake off the irrational heri-
 tage of the centuries. The reception of the science of politics was conditioned
 by certain groups of historical factors more than by any subsequent discovery
 of philosophic pragmatism and then logical positivism:

 1. There was the cultural awareness of the achievements of scientific tech-

 nology, set in a pattern of popular pragmatic attitudes-a vigorous and young
 desire that understanding should lead to action, indeed to progress.

 2. There was the fascination in the study of pressure groups as typical of
 politics. Measurement was stressed at the expense of judgment when the
 observer saw politics as an activity to be understood neither ideologically nor
 historically, but as a necessary contest for marginal privilege by economic or
 regional pressure groups which operated within an accepted constitution and
 a largely "self-evident" structure of popular ethics.

 3. There was the view taken of political studies as a technique for educating
 youth in agreed national beliefs and institutional conventions.

 4. There was the original strong involvement of political scientists in re-
 formist politics in the era of the "new freedom" and the "new nationalism,"
 and then the reaction away from any political involvement or criticism when
 the age of Wilson and Theodore Roosevelt ended.

 The extreme members of the school look forward to the elimination of
 ethical problems by scientific method, and view democracy as in itself merely
 the scientific method of hypothesis and experiment. Some conception of equal-

 3The National Conference on the Science of Politics held in 1923, reported in American
 Political Science Review, XVIII, 1924. See also Charles Merriam, "Political Research,"
 ibid., XVI, 1922, 315 ff. Amongst the notoriously vast "citizenship" literature his Civic
 Education in the United States (New York, 1934) is of special and cutrious interest.
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 ity follows easily from an atomistic view in which all facts are equal as facts
 (all genuine propositions subject to the same operation of verification), and
 all ethics are reducible to opinion. Fact is sharply separated from value, and
 then each particular value is treated as a fact by trying to count the number
 of people who believe in it. The tendency is for a discussion of, say, whether
 the United Nations is any longer a safeguard for world peace, to become an
 investigation of the "Yes, No, Don't Know" reaction of public opinion to the
 proposition. (The attitude is what moved Beatrice Webb to comment that
 democracy does not consist in the multiplication of ignorant opinions.) But
 the importation of an epistemology that sharply separates fact from value into
 a realm of experience where, empirically speaking, ethical choices do in fact
 occur is a very odd activity. If such choices are not recognized, they are merely
 taken for granted and accepted uncritically. In politics, as distinct from mathe-
 matics and symbolic logic, it is always meaningful, as well as habitual, to
 assert an attitude against a clearly factual proposition. The simplest statement
 can arouse controversy irrespective of its truth or falsehood: a pure positivism
 cannot logically demonstrate any relevance to politics at all.

 But new methods should be judged less by their apparent logic than by
 their fruitfulness. The curious thing is that these methods have not been fruit-
 ful despite their promise; they have given us elaborate descriptive works, but
 with them no rules of inference that do not beg more questions than they an-
 swer. The only clear political results have been unintended. The book by Lass-
 well and Kaplan, Power and Society: A Framework for Political Enquiry (New
 Haven, Conn., 1950), is purely a set of take-it-or-leave-it definitions of how
 certain key political terms could be used.4 It is not even the great venture that
 Lasswell promised us of finding how these terms are used and by whom. It
 is certainly no advance on Sir George Cornewall Lewis' Remarks on the Use
 and Abuse of Some Political Terms (1832) and is a considerably inferior tool
 to Bentham's Book of Fallacies (1824). If, of course, such a venture as Lass-
 well promised were undertaken, the data would provide necessary evidence
 in making a fully reasonable judgment in any particular conflict of choices
 (had we time to use it), but never sufficient evidence. For in politics the
 ethically desirable is not the sociologically normal; the view of Lasswell and
 Kaplan is a perversion of Hobhouse's simple dictum that the ethically desirable
 should be the sociologically possible. Again, Lerner's and Lasswell's sym-
 posium, The Policy Sciences, is a methodological programme, a talking about
 how to talk about politics, not a contribution to a single problem. Professor
 Lasswell writes: "It is, I think, safe to forecast that the policy sciences ap-
 proach will bring about a series of 'special' sciences within the general field of
 social science," which means that there will be another new deal of name-

 4There is an excellent review of this book by Professor Hans Morgenthau in the American
 Political Science Review, XLVI, March, 1952, 230-4. He comments magisterially: "There
 is an element of tragedy in the spectacle of two superbly endowed minds failing so thor-
 oughly in spite of great ability and great effort. Yet that tragedy is not so much the tragedy
 of two men as the tragedy of political science and of philosophy in America. For as Mr.
 Lasswell is the product of a school of political science which was, if not hostile, in any case
 indifferent, to the necessary contribution of political philosophy to empirical inquiry, so
 Mr. Kaplan is the product of a school of philosophy which sees in the history of philosophy
 primarily a history of errors."
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 plates on departmental doors, but no indication of what actual problems are
 to be tackled and how. But the book offers some advance over the earlier

 work of Lasswell and Kaplan, for now presuppositions of value are at least
 seen as existing before even those policy considerations take place which alone
 are to be the concern of the political scientist: "In the United States the nature
 of such special sciences can already be discerned. The dominant American tra-
 dition affirms the dignity of man, not the superiority of one set of men. Hence,
 it is to be seen that the emphasis will be upon the development of knowledge
 pertinent to the fuller realisation of human dignity. Let us for convenience call
 this the evolution of the 'policy sciences of democracy.'"5 But what this "dig-
 nity of man" consists of is beyond the wit of man to tear from the book. To
 elucidate such a phrase would seem a good end for a critical activity. Pro-
 fessor Lasswell does not prove himself a Kantian of note. One finds instead
 an uncritical acceptance of the most popular version of the "American creed":
 "When the scientist is recommended to take note of value objectives, he
 quickly discovers conflicts within his own culture and personality. ... In a
 word, there are legacies from a world of caste which prevailed before the
 French and American revolutions gave impetus to the idea of social mobility
 on the basis of individual merit."6

 This is a new laissez-faire dressed as sociology, historically false, politically
 dangerous, and based on a quasi-Marxist assumption that conflicts of value
 exist only in a "caste" society. This rationalist and revolutionary interpretation
 of the War of Independence and the consequent lack of feeling for the differ-
 ences between the Anglo-American and the French revolutionary experiences
 and traditions are almost an essential myth on which the "social science" view
 of politics depends. Revolutionary egalitarianism has uncomfortably intimate
 connections with what Professors Popper and Hayek have dubbed "scientism."
 That the morphology of American politics has in fact been more traditional
 than the Lasswellians recognized, is probably the major reason why the tyran-
 nies of Saint-Simonian and Comtean thought in France have always been
 avoided by American social scientists, however much they have copied or
 recreated the logic of those systems.

 But at least Professor Lasswell has had to touch upon the broad historical
 problem of the morphology of political systems in relation to ideas. He must
 now expand his point. Previously his work has tended all too much to encour-
 age a proliferation of minute investigations into political attitudes in one par-
 ticular political culture, the American, and then mostly designed to test a
 research apparatus, not to explicate a problem. Only those problems are
 chosen for research that are susceptible of solution by statistical technique
 and that do not apparently involve evaluations. The world when split between
 "fact" and "value" becomes a very fragmentary affair. At least the forerunners

 5Lerner and Lasswell, The Policy Sciences, 10. They seem, with their "dignity of man,"
 to be in the position of Byron's Don Juan when in love for the first time:

 he did the best he could

 With things not very subject to control,
 And turned, without perceiving his condition,
 Like Coleridge, into a metaphysician.

 6The Policy Sciences, 10, my italics.
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 of the modern movement, Arthur Fisher Bentley in his Process of Government,
 Lowell, Beard, Robinson, Veblen, Dewey himself, had a pragmatism that kept
 theory and practice very much as one. From this early period came the great
 stimulation to the study, undoubtedly valuable, of public administration,
 municipal government, and the behaviour of political parties, a tradition of
 political reform more than political science. It is the tradition, for example, in
 which Professors Gaus, Key, and Odegard still stand, who kept their feet
 firmly on the ground when the fashion changed overnight from pragmatism to
 positivism, the fashionable not realizing the consequences. The change was
 largely uncritical, less an act of intellectual judgment than a chastening of
 reformist hopes in the political temper of the twenties. Like Darwinism and
 then Freudianism, a second-hand logical positivism was illegitimately ex-
 tended into a general theory of, society.

 II. ITS EXEMPLIFICATION IN CHARLES MERRLAM

 To gain a clearer idea of how and why the "scientific" movement arose, a
 brief glance should be made at the career of its most influential advocate, the
 late Professor Charles Merriam. His early career of public and political service
 in Chicago, and his work on federal commissions, admirably fulfilled Professor
 Woodrow Wilson's early injunction that the student of politics must be a man
 of the world in the finest sense.7 It is for this early work, one sincerely hopes,
 that Merriam will be remembered more than for his methodological writings
 of the twenties and thirties. His New Aspects of Politics (Chicago, 1925) and
 numerous articles and reports in favour of "more scientific method"-the con-
 clusion cannot honestly be avoided-are empty of content. His Chicago: A
 More Intimate View of Urban Politics, published in 1929 (New York) al-
 though written much earlier, is his best book; a book growing out of the ex-
 perience in actual politics of a highly intelligent and perceptive man. This
 experience had taught him the essential irrelevance to American political life
 and expression of the mild Hegelianism of Professors J. B. Burgess and W. W.
 Willoughby, virtual founders and doyens of the American political science
 profession. His appeal to natural science was an appeal to get back to the
 facts, though how more so than Beard, Bentley, Bryce, Commons, and Lowell
 had done it is hard to see. His advocacy of a strictly scientific method can
 only have been either in derogation of such works, which is unlikely, or else a
 reaction against any form of judgment in politics. The involvement of political
 scientists prior to 1917 in political reform movements was as marked as their
 withdrawal in the twenties. The failure of Woodrow Wilson had a symbolic
 significance. But there is something in American experience that does not
 stand for defeat or involvement in long-term difficulties. "Naturalistic violence,
 not class violence, is the theme of American history," as a friend remarks:
 victories over nature and expanding production had given a peculiar authority
 to the word "science." Politics could be outflanked, and science appealed to
 as a solution for the new crisis of the intellectuals. Merriam probably did not

 7Woodrow Wilson, "Of the Study of Politics," New Princeton Review, 1887. This is men-
 tioned because it can be interestingly compared to later articles on the same theme. It is
 not very "methodological," but it is very practical and very wise.
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 realize how abstract was the certainty of science; technology was probably
 the analogy that really impressed him. All of the mathematical abstractness of
 physics but none of the consequent practical applications marked the typical
 research work of "the Chicago School" in the thirties-work certainly not con-
 fined to the study of politics. Merriam was not able to carry out his own im-
 possible counsel: his "private" worries at the spread of Fascism and Naziism
 in the late thirties drew him back into political speculation of a more tradi-
 tional kind, as seen in his Systematic Politics (Chicago, 1946), a book un-
 happily loose and shallow except as a tract for the times, but witnessing a
 modification amounting to a retreat from a pure science of politics. We can
 regret that we have not the great book that Merriam could have given us: the
 intellectual autobiography of his change of interest and belief through these
 three stages, politician, scientist, and then political philosopher.

 III. ITS USE OF THE THERAPEUTIC ANALOGY

 There are those who argue that the purely descriptive and "objective" study
 of politics has the same therapeutic value as, in psychiatry, psycho-analysis.
 This claim forms the "inarticulate major premise" of most of the scientific
 movement. Without it one would wonder how intelligent and moral men can
 limit their whole life's work to pure description, or possibly can believe that
 from pure description ethical judgments can be made. It can be seen clearly
 in Harold Lasswell's influential work, Psychopathology and Politics (Chicago,
 1930): "The preventive politics of the future will be intimately connected to
 general medicine, psychopathology, physiological psychology and related dis-
 ciplines. Its practitioners will gradually win respect in society among puz-
 zled people who feel their responsibilities and respect objective findings."
 But it also appears more curiously in such an excellent text as V. 0. Key's
 Politics, Parties, and Pressure Groups (New York, 1942), that mentions scien-
 tific method but is in fact written on a common-sense level of judgment, with-
 out the long drawn out agony of statistical verification for every "jump" made.
 He talks about the margin between settling disputes by violence or by dis-
 cussion: "Yet the veneer of restraint is thin, and a constant responsibility of
 the political therapeutist is the anticipation, prevention and amelioration of
 differences based on deep cleavages of sentiment." "Political therapeutist":
 this idea of the relationship between the political scientist and society appears
 as a new form of an old claim, that we do in fact always act in such a way as
 to bring about the greatest happiness of the greatest number. It asserts the
 identity of the mere study of politics with the social good, much as it was
 asserted by the utilitarians and the laissez-faire economists (who coerced their
 generation as the psychologists now do ours). The psychiatrist deals with the
 irrational by what is recognized as a reasonable and successful procedure: by
 the mere discovery and uncovering of hidden information. Analogously, the
 mere study of political disputes by the methods of social psychology is by
 itself therapeutic. Just as psychiatry is not an indoctrinating agency, so the
 scientific study of politics is held to be neither ideological nor purely peda-
 gogic, but therapeu,tic, instituting a process of rationalization, tending to
 merge the study and practice of politics. Any investigation into the "political
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 process" is a contribution, great or small, towards a rationalizing process,
 given, of course, adequate publicity for the findings or wide enough par-
 ticipation.

 Now undoubtedly such research has been effective in many small groups:
 Elton Mayo's classic work in factories (though men could be found to swear
 that it smelt of Taylorism); Leighton's in Japanese internment camps in Cali-
 fornia; Jacob Moreno's among delinquent girls-these are well-known ex-
 amples. Perhaps the conditions necessary for such study reproduce themselves
 in any intense, small, group discussion where all are well known to each other,
 as Aristotle remarks of the maximum size of the just Polis. The immediate
 practical value of extending work of this sort to small groups and communities
 should not be treated with the customary supercilious disdain and neglect of
 the European student of politics. The cumulative utility of such research in
 public administration and criminology is great, but so are its general claims.
 If the work of the political scientist is to have therapeutic value, we must ask
 the investigator why he finds one problem more than any other a significant
 subject for investigation, and we must also ask him how he comes to define
 disease. This is crucial; without a standard we are no better off than before.

 To Freud himself all life was potential disease, and what is recognized as
 disease by society and the doctor is a break-down in the psychic mechanisms
 of social adjustment: "The distinction between the normal and the abnormal
 in spite of its practical importance, possesses only a conventional value."8
 The psychiatrist, in practice, takes his view of what constitutes disease, and
 thus normality, from the conventions of his community. But the chief subject-
 matter of political disputes and study is precisely how political authority may
 legitimately determine the limits of deviation beyond which the normal and
 acceptable are regarded as diseased and as anti-social. The very questions
 "what is politically normal?" and "which problem among many shall we deal
 with first in our limited time?" are those that the traditional and historical

 approach to politics has always concerned itself with; they are questions which
 only the calculating machine can avoid, not even its inventor. And, of course,
 the word "normal" is "loaded": it is because "normal" does not mean "deter-
 mined" that ,there is a dilemma called "ethics."

 Perhaps only a society like the American which thinks that it has no funda-
 mental disagreements within itself and that its own assumptions are quite
 general can embrace a therapeutic theory or a scientific politics. Americans
 believe that there is no problem. They hold a professional belief (that only
 scientifically verifiable propositions are true, but they hold a private belief
 that, as Americans, they have natural rights that are self-evident-a contra-
 diction not unlikely for those who hold Locke the great political philosopher,
 indeed the only one really respectable.

 IV. ITS POLITICAL AND PROFESSIONAL DANGERS

 The concentration of the practitioners of the scientific politics upon describ-
 ing the present provides no roots that can connect them to an older American

 8Sigmund Freud, Outline of Psycho-Analysis (London, 1928). See pages 7, 20, 26, 46,
 49, and 64 for definitions of the normal. See also Ernest Jones, "The Concept of the Normal
 Mind," International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, XXII, 1942.
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 tradition of liberty to which they can appeal for their version of "the American
 way of life" against McCarthyism and the more dangerous quietism-before-
 every-we-hope-it-is-a-minor-stormism. Is it mere accident that the American
 Political Science Association has been far less vigorous in defence and defini-
 tion of academic liberties than has, for example, the Modem Language Asso-
 ciation? In matters of civil liberties the A.P.S.A. has a kind of, bureaucratized

 constipation of the will. There is unfortunately a wide class of teachers who
 think it their highest duty and delight to try to limit, with desperate dullness,
 all their class-room and "official" utterances to purely objective statements:
 mechanical structural analyses of institutions, ideas listed like seeds in cata-
 logues, but never planted; truism, triteness, and tautology, the literary style of
 far too many of the far too many textbooks. It is as if poets were to do nothing
 but write eulogies and elegies in one fixed form, and critics were to speak only
 of the art of criticism and to compile bibliographies of such work. When even
 the poet in the United States spends most of his time trying to define his
 responsibilities to the community, in the nature of things American the poli-
 tical scientist cannot dwell in an Oxford of, the mind. In private this "new
 man" has views like other men and-one hopes it is not undemocratic to say
 so-is often wiser than other men, for he should have had time for the concen-
 tration, investigation, and leisurely brooding on problems of politics that are
 denied to hurried citizens. But the nature of his behaviourism splits him into
 two men: qua political scientist he can do nothing when the "melting pot of
 public opinion" that he studies so carefully spills and scalds him for his pains;
 and qua private citizen he will protest but without authority. The belief in a
 scientific methodology, as seen through the work and behaviour of its adher-
 ents, can be itself neither objective nor scientific, but unavoidably involved
 in issues that are, in the highest sense, political. The belief that there is a realm
 of brute facts and match-box lids that can be investigated and studied all on
 one level (an homogeneous continuum of socialized attitudes, as the saying
 is) is a condition of a society where social conformity grows too strong while
 respect for legitimate authority grows too weak, where toleration of different
 cultures is low, and where indiscriminate consumption of goods, random sta-
 tistics, and received opinions are culturally more powerful than any training
 for discrimination. These "degradations of the democratic dogmas" were to be
 firmly attacked by the new universities that arose so abundantly in the two
 generations after the Civil War-so their founders and inaugural orators
 stressed-especially in the teaching of political science, so that "the best men
 would enter politics." One of the saddest ironies of American history is that
 now the image of the mass man is stamped not merely upon the "lonely crowd"
 but also upon the typical campus.9

 9It is worth quoting at length from a most distinguished review by Lionel Trilling of
 the Kinsey Report-just to show that the above paragraphs are not entirely an eccentric
 and rude dissecting of a straw man in a mare's nest: "Much in the report has the intention
 of habituating its readers to sexuality in all its manifestations; it wants, as it were, a demo-
 cratic pluralism of sexuality. . . . But when we have given it all the credit it deserves as
 something good and enlarging in American life, we cannot help observing that it is often
 associated with an almost intentional intellectual weakness. It goes with a nearly conscious
 aversion from making intellectual distinctions, almost as if out of the belief that an intel-
 lectual distinction must inevitably lead to a social discrimination or exclusion. We might
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 A smaller and typical irony was that when a committee of the American
 Political Science Association drew up its most recent report on the teaching
 of political science in the United States,l0 in order to make a definitive state-
 ment of the method and scope of political science, it sent round a question-
 naire of the "quiz examination" kind to over two hundred colleges, completely
 ignoring the abundant literature already written on the topic. Professor Hal-
 lowell, albeit gently grinding a Thomist axe, firmly commented: "When the
 profession relies upon questionnaires and polls to define its task, it will lose all
 claim to intellectual respectability."" This questionnaire found, what we all
 knew already, that the main professed object of teaching was "citizenship
 education." But there was not a hint in the whole report that that concept has
 reached the time for very serious review. What was once an institution that
 served to assimilate immigrants of various cultures into an open society, is now
 being inflicted on a generation already Americanized: it is easy thus to pass
 from education to propaganda. One has only to hear a few typical high school
 civics classes to be worried about an overdose of a direct patriotic education
 in a liberal society, and to begin to question the present function of a type
 of teaching created for conditions that no longer exist. The crisis of conscience
 and change of tradition that the ending of mass immigration has brought to
 American education and life rustled not one leaf of the report. And worse,
 what justifiably annoyed Professor Louis Hartz, was the deliberate evasion
 of the issue of academic liberty in any shape or size: "What has the teacher
 gained through the expansion of 'integrated' courses, or of audio-visual
 methods of education, or of 'area studies,' if he has sacrificed to some of our
 current fanatics even a hundreth part of that freedom to say what he thinks
 and to think what he says which lies at the heart of liberal teaching?"12 There
 is need courteously to hint that the difficulty the American political science
 profession finds itself in concerning academic liberty is bound up with the
 particular suppositions it widely holds about the study of politics.

 V. ITS RELATION TO HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING

 It may not be too far fetched an idea (at least for the readers of the literary
 reviews) to think that the personal dilemma over liberty which, for example,
 in Britain is assuaged by an historical consciousness of standing in a tradition
 of liberty, is in the anti-traditional United States replaced by an obsession with
 psycho-analysis, both personally and academically. The atomistic child of
 Locke in a pluralistic universe can only turn to autobiography, not history, to
 see how his unique tabula rasa of mind was scratched upon. But ever, as Sir

 say that those who wish to practice the democratic virtues have taken it as their assumption
 that all social facts-with the exception of exclusion or economic hardship-must be ac-
 cepted, and not merely in the scientific sense but also in the social sense, that is, that no
 judgement must be passed on them, that any conclusion drawn from them which perceives
 values and consequences will turn out to be undemocratic." (Lionel Trilling, The Liberal
 Imagination, New York, 1950, 260)

 lOGoals for Political Science.
 l1From the symposium "Goals for Political Science: A Discussion," American Political

 Science Review, LXV, no. 4, Dec., 1953, 996-1024. To a writer with Professor Hallowell's
 views the scientific pretensions of political science must appear as a deliberate attack on
 reason, on ethics, as almost a blasphemy. 12Ibid., 1004.
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 John Seeley once reminded his classes: "History without Politics has no fruit,
 Politics without History has no root."

 Professor Hallowell has well observed that "It is one of the principle tasks
 of philosophy to bring men's political views to self-consciousness and to sub-
 ject them to the scrutiny of reason." If the scientific school would merely
 claim to be helping with part of the task of bringing man's political views to
 self-consciousness in common with philosophical and historical method, their
 views would be more modest and plausible. But even then the picture of a
 motiveless empiricism is just not true. The problem of commitment to a par-
 ticular activity is always logically and morally prior. There must always be
 some reason why from the infinity of true propositions about the behaviour
 of man we choose to present so-and-so as evidence for such-and-such. The
 choice of a problem to be dealt with may be made so as to get a Ph.D. in the
 conventional way by manual labour on the card-files, in a field that we learn
 from the abstracts is still virgin, but one which forever will remain sterile.
 The problem may be suggested by some superior as part of the necessary
 work of describing all infinity before we dare to judge the smallest part
 thereof. It may be chosen because we believe that the political scientist should
 be the "means and method" man of government policy or popular opinion.
 But in all these instances the choice represents an abdication of reason and
 responsibility in favour of conformity and authority, and is, one suspects, all
 too often a flight from the grim and unacademic world of political choices,
 painful responsibility, threats and fears, into the abstract safety of belief in
 the concrete fact.

 A practical consequence of this splitting of the man into poor private per-
 son and objective public scientist is that the foreigner can find few books
 written by American students of politics that give an acute and critical under-
 standing of American experience and expression. Works on particular topics
 he will find in plenty, of an unrivalled scholarly and painstaking nature; but
 for a necessary coming to terms with a whole political tradition, he will still
 turn to De Tocqueville, Bryce, Brogan, and the exasperating, unwieldy, but
 never sterile conversation of Laski's The American Democracy (New York,
 1948). The myth of objectivity has limited the spirit of philosophy, and the
 fundamental assumption of a necessary progress inherent in things American
 has made ethics and critical history irrelevant. The foreigner is usually driven,
 with considerable danger, to the American novelist, whose typical social and
 political interest may fill the role of critic of his culture and tradition that is
 the classic role, of the esteemed student of politics. Yet political scientists are
 more guilty of unnecessary writing than scholars in any other discipline, save
 possibly sociology. The constant drive to show results, in a study whose nature
 precludes spectacular results, has led to a proliferation of quite trivial and
 uneducative research, and, worse still, the mania for writing textbooks. Work
 is framed primarily towards acceptance by the Foundations; these in turn tend
 to smile on novel group and co-operative projects that can show clear statis-
 tical results. Everything is reduced to research on contemporary problems;
 and individual responsibility, creative genius, and historical perspective are
 crowded out. This is acknowledged constantly over a hundred coffee tables,
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 but it is hard to evade the massive institutional bureaucracy without incurring
 personal hardships.

 The craze for methodology has become a substitute for historical knowl-
 edge, an attempt to avoid judgment by defining away its possibility. But there
 is nothing in the usually admirable practicality of American life and thought
 that has led necessarily to the near emasculation of fundamental political
 speculation and understanding. Indeed, the last presidential election sounded
 at times like a highly abstract debate, on many levels, as to what was in his-
 torical fact the American way of life. The United States is a country that lives
 by its myths and traditions as much as any, but, for all that, it has been with-
 out any profound historical sense just because these traditions themselves are
 full of future promise based on past experience, an explicit theory of progress
 that has made the past an irrelevance. But once the frontiers are no more, once
 the optimism is questioned or shocked, once national expansion hits and is
 hit by the outside world, then there will be a need for the community to turn
 back to examine more closely the nature of its own experience to see how
 liberty is to be preserved without the self-defeating venture of violent reme-
 dies. And here genuine historical knowledge is called for, mere "theory of
 democratic government" is not enough: the better-known Senator from Wis-
 consin is as much a product of the mechanics of Jacksonian democracy as was
 his predecessor, Robert la Follette.13

 VI. CONCLUSION

 We, as students of politics, are not natural scientists, nor are we committee
 men planning how to implement the goals of others. If an analogy in place of
 the "therapeutic" is wanted to explain our function, perhaps that of the liter-
 ary critic might serve. We may liken the relation between the classic student
 of politics and the public of his day to that between the reviewer and the book.
 He will expound and he will criticize in a position of independence the work
 of others. Like Bagehot's Queen Victoria, he will "advise, warn and encour-
 age" both the authors of the legislation and the subjects of the legislation.
 Society has need of such a class in the same way it has need of honest and
 thorough critics in its reading activities. And in such criticism we quickly
 acknowledge that pure objectivity is not possible, but are not very worried
 by such a conclusion. The critic should be conscious that his position is a
 responsible one, but responsible to truth, concerned primarily with under-
 standing, not control or censorship.

 All too rarely there will come writers who can create as well as review, who
 can write political philosophy as it appears at its greatest: as the autobi-
 ography and moral apologia of an age. We will value such writers all the more

 13Certainly the crisis of American tradition has led many to feel the need for "a conscious
 search for unifying roots," as Professor Thomas Cook has written. But the "worry" has yet
 shown no signs of such activity in any significant form, only perhaps a running to extremes
 in some welcoming of Professor Voegelin's The New Science of Politics (Chicago, 1952),
 condemnation grim and heady, but quite supererogatory. Perhaps we may hope that some
 of the most learned students of political ideas and comparative government, who have kept
 out of the scientific movement, and whose work has been overwhelmingly in the European
 field, will turn to look at American politics with some wider perspective than the unreal
 "conservative versus radical" battle of the books.
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 because they are exceptional, but for most of us modesty in creation and bold-
 ness in criticism (the twin poles of conservatism and anarchism) are proper,
 even though difficult, attitudes. That experience and insight which is best
 expressed as an individual's account of his intellectual Odyssey is sadly lack-
 ing and unlooked for today among students of politics. Such rare books as the
 Autobiography of John Stuart Mill, that of Henry Adams, and of Collingwood,
 are signs of mature political speculation in the widest sense. The test of the
 genuine importance to a man of his "subject" is that he is able to integrate it
 with his whole personal experience, not merely with other departmental
 name-plates.

 The study and practice of politics lie together in the real world of doubt
 and indeterminacy, of constant and unavoidable judgment, of good and evil;
 for it is in such language that we will always need to speak of our most sig-
 nificant activities. For those who are led into the "quest for certainty" by
 anxiety, insecurity, and the demand for "a safe and certain stronghold of
 democracy," the only counsel can be that of Thucydides' Periclean oration: "The
 secret of liberty is courage." Anxiety and insecurity, domestic and political,
 are fairly normal states of man's being. "The world will never be safe for
 democracy," G. K. Chesterton once said, "it is a dangerous trade we practice."
 The study of politics should cultivate in its students that personal virtue that
 can withstand la variazione della fortuna, the incalculable, possibly the
 tragic-to borrow a distinction from Machiavelli. What have we gained when
 we have thrown the preachers out of the colleges only to become ourselves
 mere givers-out of information about contingencies, not teachers in the clas-
 sical sense? If the irrelevant quest for a pure science of politics could be gently
 waved aside, then the political scientists might be more effective as leaders
 of educated opinion. The danger is that we forget that the greatest reason for
 constitutional democracy and for education is one and the same: that liberty
 is the most sure path to individual virtue and excellence. When A. N. White-
 head called the scholar the gad-fly of freedom he saw, once again, the mutual
 dependence of political justice and the humanistic education. The advocates
 of direct "citizenship training" see this dependence only in a truncated sense.
 They do not see education as involving a constant and critical review of the
 needs of a political community, both spiritual and material; as involving an
 arduous and absolute commitment to virtue and intellectual authority, a com-
 mitment admittedly so hard that many, like the rich young man of the parable,
 will walk sadly away. We make things easy for the mass of students who are
 spending four very happy years in the outer shadow of the idea of a univer-
 sity, and we fail to try to kindle creative imagination in a few lest we scare
 away the many. The fundamental problems of politics always take the form
 of a commitment to a particular form of education. The heritage of Greece
 should at least teach us that. At the moment the members of the "profession"

 must be desperately worried if they wonder what they are doing and why-
 in the light of reason and justice, not just of routine. We are still faced with
 James Bryce's question: "Why do not the best men enter politics?" The answer
 may be because we are too concerned with trying to get men to enter politics
 and are not concerned enough with finding or creating the "best men."
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 "A man," says Montaigne, "has need of long tough ears to hear himself
 freely judged, but that is a truely perfect love which, to profit and do good,
 feareth not to offend. I deem it absurd to censure him in whom bad qualities
 exceed good conditions." Perhaps this essay does no more than to ask that
 public masks of "scientific methodology" should be dropped by private men
 who all the time in their small talk and leisure are approaching what the
 teacher of politics should be doing from the lecture platform. One appeals
 from a sterile abstraction to a real tradition of American thought-the world is
 in bad need of seeing it while it still has memory and vigour.
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